HELP ERIC CAINNIS NOW
BERTIES NEED YOUR SUPPORT

Bee Gees sign TV contract

Mick Jagger movie

Barbed wires

Masters Guitar sick

Compulsion Sound

The Bee Gees have signed contracts for their major TV shows. They will come to Australia for the first time in July. They have also returned to the recording studio to produce music for their next album. Meanwhile in London the start of the Rolling Stones new single has been announced.
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CLIPPERSD HOCKEY presents
SOUND...SITAR...NIKIL BANO
MAHARISHI MIRA - YABU
ONE CONCERT ONLY IN EACH CITY
SUN 24TH JUNE 8 pm
ROOFSMITH


INTRODUCTION TO THE MOVIE

The movie is set to be released in Australia on 24th June. It is a story about a young man who takes a trip to India to discover his roots. The film is directed by David Lynch and stars Jack Black.

OPUS SPEAKS

As you can see from the above information, Opus is the best place to get the latest on the music industry. So make sure to check out our website for all the latest news and reviews.

perfil.com.au

Formal Wear

Vote now

Go to the pack for Fab Gear

240 Swanston St., Melbourne

Phone 32 2327

Great gear for girls and guys

Come and see the groovy styles

THE PACK

GEAR SHOPPE

prices LOWER THAN EVER

"Go to the pack" for Fab Gear
TWILIGHTS
CAN YOU CATCH A FIB

Do you know The Twilightz well enough to tell when someone's fibbing? Yes, you say? Well see how you get through this quiz before being hosed with silly stories! Nobody's saying that The Twilightz would ever lie! We're just wondering whether you could detect it if they did ever do.

That's why we're having each of The Twilightz make some statements about themselves - some true, some not! You'll be able to catch the fibs every time - if you know very much about your favorites!

1. John Byrnes says he was born in Broken Hill, N.W.
2. Peter Brumby says he was a short baseball player.
3. Terry Byrnes: "Before I was a Twilight, I was a real hipster.
4. Glenn Sheppard: "The singer I admire most is Chris Norman.
5. Laurie Pryor: "The thing I hate most is being tired and looking to strangers before I, myself.
6. Peter McCarrick: "I was born in Essendon, Victoria.
7. John Byrnes: "I was once a doo-wop singer, singer again.
8. Laurie Pryor: "I am very interested in travelling by plane.
9. Peter Brumby: "I have a great love for country music.
10. Terry Byrnes: "My first musical job was to play the piano with the Melbourne Jazz Band Orchestra.
11. Peter McCarrick: "I am not afraid to drive a car too fast.
12. Glenn Sheppard: "I love the drink in a cold beer.
13. Peter Brumby: "My natural hair color is brown.
14. Terry Byrnes: "My hair color is blond.
15. Laurie Pryor: "I always wear pink fattening pyjamas and socks to bed.

If you said true, you'll be off to a bad start, because John was born in Melbourne, Laurie was born in Broken Hill, and Peter McCarrick was born in Essendon. Laurie has a great love for country music, and he has a very large record collection. Peter Brumby has a great love for country music, and he has a very large record collection. Peter Brumby has a great love for country music, and he has a very large record collection. Peter Brumby has a great love for country music, and he has a very large record collection. Peter Brumby has a great love for country music, and he has a very large record collection.

FANTASTIC FIRST!

HOME MOVIE RELEASE OF THE T.V. POP STAR MOVIE FILMS.

To be played simultaneously with the Top 10 records:

1. RONNIE BURNS - "WHEN I WAS SIX YEARS OLD"
2. RALPH BURGANDY - "SUNSHINE I FEEL FINE"
3. MASTERS APPRENTICES - "ELECTRIC DRIVE"
4. THE DREAM STARRING "WHO COULD BE LOVING YOU"
5. SOMEBODY'S IN THE HOUSE STARRING "IN THE HIDE AND SEEK"

Other special shows are also being announced for this release.

Make your record live!

FILMS AT ANY SUPER OR REGULAR 8.30.

Brisbane TVQ-0 2.4
Melbourne ATV-0 8.12
Adelaide 3.45-10 1.30-1.30
Parth STW-9 12.4

This Saturday
JIM KEAYS WON'T GET OUT OF BED

Neil Higginbotham-Bourke has been the Masters Apprentices' road manager for a year. He lives with them in their flat, eats, sleeps, works, talks, walks and breathes with them. Nobody knows all the intimate secrets of each Master. Who else could we have asked to write secret facts and info about these stars but Neil? Here are his candid opinions of the group, divulging their private habits and individual characters.

JIM - VOCALIST

Jim is the only guy I've seen who displays and expresses himself on stage as a lead singer should. He is the most original dresser and designer of clothes in Australia. All the group's clothes are made under his strict supervision. He is very upset by the number of people who are under the impression that he is consulled and high-browed. Contrary to this he is really very sincere. He is a devoted fan of Don Cornell, who is God to Jim.

PETER - RHYTHM

The complete pacifist of the group, an expert Yoga, Peter has an image of complete innocence. He's off all the sordidness of the rock world and is forever writing to, or talking to his countless fans. He thinks he has more fans than any other group member (I've been known to say). Here is his candid opinion of the group, divulging their private habits and individual characters.

GAVIN - BASS

Most certainly the most perfect image of any group member I've ever seen in Australia - on image of mystery. He is also a pacifist at heart and never smokes himself in any argument of any kind. People are amazed and intrigued by his mannerism everywhere the group appears. They just can't get him. He thinks they are scared he might be aggressive and even violent with them. But as no one knows who he would tell, he would not harm a kitten.

COLIN - DRUMS

The most sincere, honest and kind person I have ever come across. His personality is very hard to define. Once people know him, they realise how kind and friendly he is, but those who have never talked to him just stare and probably are frightened of him. To walk down a street with Colin is an experience even to be equalised, as he possesses horrors of disease and death. His constant fear is that people will not be able to hear his new appearance.

DOUG - LEAD GUITAR

The musical leader of the group, he has the most experience. He is the most original man in the Masters Apprentices. He's a very progressive and mature way of thinking, as expressed in his latest musical creations. He is a great admirer of John Mayall and a devoted follower of Eric Clapton. His first love is his Les Paul guitar, which he plays brilliantly and his second love is tea.

KOSAK KAPS ARE KOLOSSAL KIDS!

Everyone's wearing KOSAK KAPS

The Craziest Head Gear in Town
Or, what's the small
only $3.95 each
Available at MYERS Chadstone
and City in Gear Shops

Kooky Kosak Kaps
The Craziest Head Gear in Town
Or, what's the small
only $3.95 each
Available at MYERS Chadstone
and City in Gear Shops

JIMMY FARNHAM APPEARING AT MYERS IN-GEAR SHOP IN PERSON

Johnny Farnham is coming to MYERS IN-GEAR SHOP to meet and greet his fans. This is a great opportunity to meet the legendary musician and pick up some of his latest music. The event is on May 23 and 24, 12:30 and 1:15 p.m., and there will be a special appearance by the band during the event. For more information, please call 767-3444. A special thanks to Monsanto for sponsoring this event.

Congratulations Buddy

Buddy England's new album, Forgive and Forget, is now available at most record stores. Buddy is known for his unique style of music and his ability to connect with his audience. The album features a mix of rock, blues, and country, and is sure to be a hit with fans of all ages. Don't miss out on this opportunity to hear Buddy England's latest music! For more information, please call 767-3444.

Myer's Gear

Great first release of Sportscraft Stacks and co-ordinates in 100% Acrylic has all the advantages of a strong fibres with an additional twelve (12) month guarantee. Sportscraft present their co-ordinates in rich earthy tones. Stacks in 3rd weight, conventional and straight and belt style. All featuring perfect length. (17") bottom. Tops, skivvy neck, roll neck and five button A-line style. All co-ordinating for a fabulous mix and match story.
THE VIRGIL BROTHERS INTRODUCE A NEW LOOK TO THE POP SCENE -  

THE VIRGIL BROTHERS SET TO TRAVEL

Virgil Brothers are not just going to rejuvenate the scene musically. Along with their superb, world-class vocals, they are the first to introduce the super smooth, immaculate look to the Australian pop scene.

From the ordinary suit design, made in every type of shiny, spacy material, to jackets and slacks tight trousers, immaculate suits and shirts, through to the Edwardian look of today. The pop scene has been through the whole fashion circle.

Pop entertainment has always been the first with the most extreme trends, followed by their fans. They have used every gimmick available in the never-ending battle to be best dressed and up to the minute.

Now we are back to the suit — but what a suit! — incorporating the fitting of an Edwardian jacket and trousers, modifying the style a bit and adding the tailoring techniques and styles of the best French and Italian design sticks with it. But not all.

This was the type wanted, but they had it Melbourne. They asked shops like Gayland's. They found that practically no pop scene and only a few tailors by Travellers Apple worn.

Travellers cater for everyone — extremely fit apprentices have their suits made by this firm. Johnny Young is a typical Travellers style and made, regardless of where they are.

On hearing all the excitement of the Virgil Brothers, one store and ordered from them to do this for the others who insist on tailored by Travellers.

They met all the most popular accent and found it so they decided to sell you.

And the result is immediate.

Let the Virgil Brothers be where to get them in: all at leading men's wear and Opal Stores, and when anyone in the suit in slacks and suits care. ranging from country — even the Masters world's costume tailors, at the tailors' rooms and the others who insist on tailored by Travellers.

or Travellers' clothes, for their favourite men's wear and several pairs of suits. If they could go to the suits being made from tailors, checkers and checkers, they would be, and

The suits are being made by the Travellers and tailored in the suit in the suit by an immaculate on the inside. Piggy Van was the town, not the black.

The suits are being made by the Travellers and tailored in the suit in the suit by an immaculate on the inside. Piggy Van was the town, not the black.
Years ago, the legendary jazz piano player, Pete Waller, was asked to provide a definition for jazz. His answer, "If you have to have jazz explained, then you’ll never know".

And so, the search for jazz begins. To find and provide a definition of jazz is a task that begins with the words of Pete Waller. What was his inspiration for jazz?

MUSICIANS EXCHANGE
If you need to replace old or additional strings, this is an excellent way to have a great string for your instrument.

MARTIN & CO. TORRANCE, 205 S. HARVEY ST., SOUTH YARRA, 3111
26 6431

COLIN JAMES - B.A.M.P.A.

MARCH 1988

Send to POSTERS, 234/35, Clarendon St., Collingwood, 3121

MOBY GRAPES

LOVE IS WHERE IT'S AT

BIG BROTHER

ALL THREE FOR $32

ORDER NOW

ONLY 50c EACH

Please note: No change or money order, please state name as requested on label.

New Release

MOBY GRAPES
LOVE IS WHERE IT'S AT
BIG BROTHER

ALL THREE FOR $32

ORDER NOW

ONLY 50c EACH

Please note: No change or money order, please state name as requested on label.
**TIM DIGS HOLES**

**A WEEKLY GUIDE TO HAPPENING FASHION**

**MANNEQUINS ACADEMY**

290 Bourke Street, Melbourne

Gaylord's

290 Bourke Street, Melbourne

**YOUNG MODERN BOYS & GIRLS HAIRDRESSERS**

290 Bourke Street, Melbourne

**PLUMAGE**

469 Chapel St, South Yarra

**FLAIR SHIRT**

Three-tab, collarless shirt to be worn with black scarf. Price $7.50, $15, or $25.

**SHOP FRONT**

To advertise in this column, phone Tom on 94 0493

**DIRECT SUPPLY CLOTHING**

**EARS PIERCED**

**GUY'S AND GIRLS**

**LEO TAB**

**SEWELL & MCCARTHY**

**BARNARD BROS. TO RECORD AGAIN.**

Neville Shearer, the man behind many a record, has announced that his next single will feature the Brothers in Arms. The music will be produced by Bob Barford and arranged by another member of Shearer's band, Barford will also produce the new album, which is due for release in January.

**THE TWILIGHTS & THE PROCESION AND THE PARTY MACHINE**

Send $4.00 for double ticket to "GO-SET POP POLL BALL," 3 Charnwood Cres, St. Kilda, 3193—or call in personally.

WARNING: Tickets are limited! First come, first served! DON'T MISS OUT!!

TICKETS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AT MYERS IN-GEAR, SEBASTIANS, BERTIES, LILY'S, SWINGER AND THE TUM
Dear Paul, Yes, I would like to comment on the position of the Australian pop scene in relation to those overseas.

At the moment we have some excellent talent emerging in Australia, but perhaps it's not yet time for us to become a world power. The Bee Gees have made a name for themselves in England and America, and proved themselves to be a success in all their work with international hits following them everywhere.

FREE NIGHT 25th
THE BREEZE
BLOW THROUGH
THE TUNNEL
EVERY SAT.
NIGHT
322 FLINDERS ST MELBOURNE

BOBBY JAMES
SYNDICATE
349571

MARQUIS
GRAND OPENING FRIDAY
MASTERS APPRENTICES 1987 - THE SUN
499 HIGH ST. PRESTON
SUN: DREAM SUN., 1987
FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

THE BIG G:
GAVIN ANDERSON
EX LOVED ONES

THE HELLION
HARD TIMES
OFF THE MUGS

WHISKY A' GO GO
SOUTH PACIFIC ST KILDA
BOOKINGS 944323

TREND
SOUTH PACIFIC ST KILDA
BOOKINGS 944323

WHILE IN MELBOURNE THE
CLIMAX 5
STAY EXCLUSIVELY AT THE
PARK ROYAL

MIXED BREED
COUNTRY BOOKINGS WELCOME
KEVIN PEEK GUITAR TUITION
SPECIALISING IN
ADVANCED JAZZ AND CLASSICAL
THEORY AND TECHNOLOGY
JUST ANY SERIOUS STUDENT
ACCEPTED
ENG.: 94 3329

national breakouts for
BRASS!
94 3329.49
Iguana "California my way" 53 5901 · 94 3349

3XY's Wheelers
Masters Apprentices
From Monday to Saturday Lunchtime
21 Degraves St. City

Bay City Union
This Saturday Night 8pm.

Know Where
Tuesday:

Tulip Moon
Pink Fairie
Frank Trenouth
Norman Wallace

Wednesday:

Frank Trenouth
Gympie
Drew Graham
Johnno
Victorian and Allied

Thursday:

Frank Trenouth
Gympie
Drew Graham
Johnno
Victorian and Allied

Friday:

Cry of the Banshee
Tulip Moon
Pink Fairie
Frank Trenouth
Gympie
Drew Graham
Johnno
Victorian and Allied

Saturday:

Max Merritt & The Meteors
Ross D. Wylie & The Uptight Five Hour
James Taylor Move
The Perfection

Sunday:

The Procession
Ram Jam Big Band
The Compulsion

Oryx Central
SATURDAY
Max Merritt & The Meteors
Ross D. Wylie & The Uptight Fifth Hour
James Taylor Move
The Perfection

SUNDAY
The Procession
Ram Jam Big Band
The Compulsion

East Saturday
Laure Allen Review
The Revolution Nineteen 87

Keep-Out
Denise Drisdale
Jacobs Ladder
Not Only But Also

Sat. Nite at Athenaeum Hall, Doncaster Road, Doncaster

Continued on page 18
TALENT QUEST!
...its your chance to show your talents - enter this Sat!
We're looking for a win - and it could be you. If you don't have the champ, you'll need to find one. If you can bring a group, make sure you have your own set for a win.
Cherokees-Iguana-City Stompers
the Rhythm Aces

"I will meet you at 431!"

TREMENDOUS
GRAND OPENING
mindbender
PRESTON
TOWN HALL
THIS SATURDAY
STARRING
max merritt and the meteors
ross d. wylie &
blues rags and hollers
aches and pains
SATURDAY BASTOFF SATURDAY BASTOFF SATURDAY

CATCHER
471 FLINDERS LANE
"GOOD MORNINGS" BEGIN WITH
friday night:
SOMEBODY'S IMAGE all night!
CHELSEA SET
saturday night:
MAX MERRITT and METEORS
MASTERS APPRENTICES
WILD CHERRIES
CHELSEA SET CHOCOLATE
sunday night:
CHELSEA SET FILMS

THE LETTER
LOVER'S DREAM
THE SOUL
COUNTRY BOOKINGS
WELCOMED

weekly beat
the champ

SWINGER
"I will meet you at 431!"

CATCHER DISCOthèque
FLINDERS ST, MELBOURNE